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GENTLEMEN:-WVith to-day's meeting ends the first INSTITUTE
year in the new century, and it may then be appropriate to look
back into the work achieved and forward into the future.
At tile entrance of the 19th century we see empirical science

struggling for recognition against metaphysical speculation. At
the entrance of the 20tlh century metaphysics has practically
ceased to be considered, and empirical science is universally ack-
nowledged as the source of all human progress. In gradual
advance from success to success this victory has been won.
Empirical science can now expand without any restraint. But
witlh the removal of the opposition of a hostile philosophy, has
been removed also the searching criticism into the correctness
of the results, the metlhods and the theories propounded by
empirical science, and thereby the absolute safety which char-
acterized the work of the earlier period. Herein lies the greatest
danger to the unbroken progress of science.

Facts, whether observed incidentally or intentionally by
experiment, are the foundation of science. But the mass of
facts has accumulated so as to be beyond comprehension, and
we are forced to work with the conclusions from the facts,
the empirical rule, theory and hypothesis, and have become so
used thereto that gradually the dividing line between the theory
and the underlying. facts has become blurred, so that we at-

tribute to the theory the same certainty as the facts on which
it is based. But, however well a theory represents the fact
and proves its value in successful application, it unavoidably
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contains besides the facts on which it is founded, foreign
elements, mainly the personal equation of its originator and the
personal equation of its times. When building upon theories,
the danger exists that instead of building upon the facts repre-
sented by the theory, we may build upon the personal equation
of the time, without realizing the unsafe foundation of our
structure.
The reverence for facts as the foundation of science has

been extended to the theories based upon them. But when by
building theories upQn theories, conclusions are derived which
cease to be intelligible, it appears time to search into the founda-
tions of the structure. and to investigate how far the facts really
warrant the conclusions If we are told of matter moving in a
vacuum tube with velocity comparable with that of light, of
small chips breaking off atoms, of free atoms of chlorine and
sodium floating around in a salt solution charged with opposite
electric charges, whatever that may be, of electricity being
propagated not through the conductor, as we used to assume,
but through the space surrounding it. etc., it is time to pause and
try to understand.

In the gradual replacement of facts by the belief in theories
more or less inadequately representing the facts, lies the chief
danger to further scientific progress. Here is a field where
splendid work in destructive criticism can and should be
done by the younger, gelneration, which, after leaving college
with all the theoretical armament required, is not yet handi-
capped by personal relations with the men whose names are
identified with the ruling theories.

Especially for our branch of electrical engineering, this is of
fundamental importance, since all the success of our work de-
pends upon the absolute safety of the foundations on which we
build.

All future progress in science and engineering depends upon
the young generation, and to ensure an unbroken advance it is
of pre-eminent importance that the coming generation enters the
field properly fitted for the work. Here the outlook appears
to me by no means entirely encouraging.

It is not the object of the college or university to turn out
full-fledged engineers who can handle any engineering problem
of any magnitude. The available time is altogether too short
for this, and a very great deal of practical experience is
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required which is not availa'Dle to the educational institution.
It is not necessary, either, and the college graduate is not ex-
pected to take immediate charge of engineering works of great
magnitude. All the educational institution can do and should
do is to fit thc student to take up the practical work as effi-
ciently as possible, and to give llm ai thorough tnderstanding
of the jundamzental principles of electrical engineering and allied
sciences, and a good norowlcdge of the methods of dealing with
engineering problems. At present the average collet- course
does not do this.
One of the reasons of tlhe inefficiency of the present college

course is the competition between colleges. By each college try-
ing to teach more than any other, the quantitv of material taught
has gradually increased so that it is no longer possiblc to give
a thorouah understanding, and memorizing takes the place
of understanding. Memorizing, however, is an entirely
useless waste of energy, since anything that is not per-
fectly understood. but merely- memorized, will be forgotten in a
short time if not continuously applied, and if continuously ap-
plied it would be remembered anyway. If of the amount of
material in electrical engineering as well as other branches which
the educational institution of to-day attempts to teach, one-half
or more should be dropped altogether, and the rest taught so as
to be fully understood, with special reference to general princi-
ples and methods, the product of the institution would be far
superior and more successful in practical life. To be dropped,
then, are all formulas, rules, etc., beyond the most simple ones,
of the scope of the multiplication table, etc. When needed,
formulas can be derived from the fundamental principles or
looked up in the literature, and their memorizing is a mere waste
of valuable time, useless since the memory cannot retain what
the understanding is unable to reproduce frQnm its premises.
This, for instance, applies to the various formulas of electr.o-
magnetic induction, the equations of the transformer and other
apparatus, and to theoretical investigations in general.

Still more than to electrical engineering this applies to the
allied branches of science and engineering, of which tShe electrical
engineer should have a fair understanding. Hlere anvthing be-
yond fundamental principles is o.bjec.tionable. The electrical
engineer should understand the principle of the steam engine, of
the hydraulic turbine, should know wi.y the spouting velocity and
the peripheral speed of the water-wheel are relaoted to each other
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theoreticallv, and how this relation is modified actually, but
he should not memorize the mathematical theory of the turbine
with its half-dozen unknown friction coefficients. He is not ex-
pected to design turbines, and if he did, his design would surely
be a failure, but he is expected to understand the turbine, the
steam engine, etc. The engineering graduate should know the
principles of the strength of materials, the distribution of forces
in the loaded beam, the reasons leading to the" I" beam, and to,the
triangle in bridge and roof construction, but time should not be
wasted in calculating bridges or deducing elastic curves, etc.

In short, in electrical engineeringy, and still more in all allied
branches, nothing beyond the general principles is needed for
success, but the principles should be fully understood, and with
the limited time at the disposition of the student, this cannot
be done if time is -wasted in memorizing things to be forgotten
afterwards.
One objectionable feature of the instruction of most col-

leges is the step by step method. One subject is taken up,
bv application of sufficient time and energy pushed through, and
then after passing an examination dropped to take up another
subject. It is true that by steady application to one subject a
great deal can be learned and splendid results derived in the
examination papers, but all that is learned in this manner is just
as rapidly forgotten. To understand a matter thoroughly, so
as really to have a lasting benefit from it, and not merely make
a good showing in examination papers, requires several years
familiarity. Therefore, anv subject, that is not kept up during
the whole college course might just as well be dropped altogether
and the time spent therein saved.
We hear that college graduates have no mastery of lan-

guage, cannot express themselves logically, and it is therefore
recommended that more time be devoted to literature and in-
struction in the English language. But as long as we do not
teach logic, but have the Englislh language taught by philologists,
more or less of the character of the florid newspaper style, that
is to write very many words on a very small subject, no useful
results can be expected. Logic should be taught by a scientist,
and the principle of English teaching to engineers should be to
enable them to explain a subject intelligently and logically,
with as few words as possible. That is, Faraday's researches,
and not the product of the successful novel writer should be the
example aimed at
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The combination of text-book and home work offers a splendid
*chance for incompetent instructors to make an elegant show-
ing in examination papers, and turn out a very inferior grade of
men, who sometimes do not even know what real under-
standing means. Free lectures on subjects which the instructor
himself thoroughly understands (which is by no means always
the case now) make it possible to direct the course so that the
student's understanding follows it, and in this case home
work becomes superfluous, except in connection with the
laboratory. Reviewing the lectures and filling out the gaps due
to absence, etc., appears to me the only legitimate requirement
*ol the gtudent's time outside the lecture room.

The present method of examination, which consists in expect-
-ing the student to answer ten questions or so within a few hours,
is faulty. It shows what the student has memorized, but not
-how far he understands it. Furthermore, the brilliant student
who usually answers nine questions out of ten correctly, and
would have answered the last if he had not made a slight mis-
take, displaced a decimal point or so, in practical life may be
utterly useless, since while doing very rapid work, his work is
not reliable, while a slow man who, however, can absolutely
-rely on the correctness of his work, will be very successful in
-practice while hardly passing the college examination.

What, then, should an ideal electrical engineering course con-
tain?

Of mathematics, plain and some solid geometry, arithmetic,
:and a good knowledge of algebra. Plain trigonometry-no
.spherical trigonolmletry required-and a thorough understanding
,of analytical geometry and of calculus, but no memorizing of
integral formulas, etc.; they can always be looked up in a book
when needed.
A thorough knowledge of general physics, especially of the law

,of conservation of energy, which I am sorry to say is not yet an
integral part of our thinking, and of chemistry, especially
theoretical chemistry and the chemical laboratory, in the latter
:freely using tables, etc.

The electrical laboratory work should be taken up right at the
beginning. Even before taking up the theory of apparatus, the
theoretical investigation of alternating currents, self-induction,
transformers, etc., the student should have met these phenomena
and handled the apparatus in the laboratory. Only after seeing
the effects of self-induction, for instance, on the alternating
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current circuit in the laboratory, will the theory of self-in-
duction have any meaning or make an impression on the student.
Wlhat the student has seen practically in the laboratory he will
then take up in the theoretical course, and understand it, he will
learn to calculate and control, and afterwards, going back once
more to the laboratory, to apply it. It is here that the average
college graduate is inferior to the practical man, and in spite of
his handicap regarding theoretical knowledge, the latter fre-
quently pushes ahead of the college graduate because of his
superior understanding of the phenomena,, based on his fami-
liarity with them.

Design of electrical apparatus is of very secondary utility and,
rather objectionable, witlh the exception perhaps of some verv
simple apparatus. The considerations on which designs are
based in the engineering departments of the manufacturing
companies, and especially the very great extent to which judg-
ment enters into the work of the designing engineer, makes the
successful teaching of designing impossible to tlhe college. Far
better is the reverse operation, the analytical investigation of
existing apparatus, and more instructive to the student. That is,,
to derive from existing first class apparatus by measurernent and
test, the constants of the apparatus, and to calculate these con-
stants and compare them with tests. Besides, a verv small
percentage of the college graduates enter the field of designing,
but most of them will have to handle apparatus, and it is there-
fore very much more important to be familiar with tlhe com-
pleted apparatus in all its characteristic features, in normal and.
in abnormal operation, than to be able to design it.
The preceding naturally can be a short outline only of the

work which I consider appropriate to an electrical engineering
course, but I believe the general. principles of the course can
be understood from it. They are, to give the student all the
ground work required to be successful in future practice, but
not the impossible aim of giving him a complete education as
a practical engineer.


